
What problems has Kyloe AwesomeDocs solved for you?
"The process of formatting CVs and sending out terms of business to clients and
contracts to candidates was very time consuming and we needed to streamline our
workflows."
 

What impacts have you seen to your business?
"Kyloe AwesomeDocs has delivered significant time-savings for us."

Over 250 hours saved on formatting CVs
"CVs are formatted by our consultants to a consistent style, brand and naming
convention. The time spent on formatting has been cut significantly; we've saved over
250 hours over the year and we can be confident that our clients receive professionally
formatted CVs quickly."

Accelerated client interactions
"Consultants can send our clients terms of business within a couple of clicks. When
signed by the client, the file transfers back to Bullhorn – it’s a really simple process and
more clients are signing our terms upon receipt which enables us to start the
recruitment process a lot sooner."

Reduced errors and up to 200 hours saved on contract processes
"Our Admin team love this product! It is invaluable when sending any documentation to
candidates. The process is so simple in comparison to other methods. One click and it is
set up to send to the correct email address, alleviating errors which can happen when
sending manually via email. 

A higher percentage of candidates sign documents at first receipt which cuts down the
time chasing for compliance documents. Once signed, the files drop straight into
Bullhorn. Compared to the previous contract process this has saved our  admin team
approximately 150-200 hours."

Sue Briggs, Employment Solutions, Systems and Admin Manager 

I would definitely recommend Kyloe AwesomeDocs if you're
looking at streamlining any labour-intensive admin processes.
It enables Consultants to do what they do best – sell! 
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Request details

The faster and more accurate way to create, sign and manage your recruitment documents,
all without leaving Bullhorn.

Reduction of manual effort means quicker submission of candidates, beating out competitors and
impressing clients with quality talent.

Benefits

From CVs to contracts, and terms of business to non-
disclosure agreements, Kyloe AwesomeDocs is the end-to-
end document automation system designed with
recruitment in mind and has been used to generate over
4.4 million documents by our clients.

Why Kyloe AwesomeDocs?
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Fill more placements and business

Professionally branded and accurate documents that present a consistent and reliable experience that
people want to interact with. Plus, recruiters have more time to spend building relationships with
clients and candidates.

Improve client and candidate experience

Improve document accuracy (like contracts and terms of businesses), and reduce the risk of incorrectly
placing unqualified candidates.

Reduce compliance risk

Employees spend less time preparing, sending, chasing, and saving documents, and user-based e-
signature subscriptions are eliminated.

Cut operating costs
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